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Subject:   Lightning Protection                                              21-06 

 
This technical bulletin addresses two issues regarding lighting protection systems installed to roof systems, the 
attachment to the roof membrane and attachment to edge metal. 
 

Currently there are no standard building code requirements for the installation of lightning protection for 
buildings. There are certifications for lightning protection, which typically must meet UL 96A, and NFPA 780. 
The Lightning Protection Institute in 9/19/2016 stated, “Lightning protection systems for structures are 
typically not a requirement of national building codes, although the Standards may be adopted by the 
authority having jurisdiction for the general construction or specific occupancies.” The lightning protection 
industry is working with ICC to codify their systems. SPRI is taking an active role in this process to ensure the 
integrity of roofing components are not compromised.   
 
Regarding the attachment of the lightning protect rods to our membrane, starting immediately, we will accept the use of 
either Sikaflex 1a or Chem-Link M-1 Sealant to adhere the lightning protection direct to the roof membrane, we will no 
longer require a separator layer. Please see attached detail. 
 
The attachment of the lightning protection system to metal coping or fascia creates an issue as the addition of the 
lightning protection to fascia and copings is not tested per ANSI/SPRI ES-1. There may be a long-term performance issue 
with wind loading with the addition of the lightning protection secured to the metal edge. The attachment of the 
lightning protection to metal edge system may void the warranty from the supplier, as well as not meet insurance 
criteria, such as a FM rated system.  
 
If the lightning protection design shows attachment to the metal edge, the supplier of the edge system must be 
informed and provide input as to how this may be accomplished. Metal Era has three (3) details that can be used to not 
void the warranty, please see the following Metal Era details.  
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